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1. Introduction
 

This paper studies the morpho-semantics of a particular class of scalar focus adverbs called 
superlative modifiers (SMs) in Mandarin Chinese, such as zui-zhong ‘at the heaviest’ and zui-gao ‘at 
the tallest’. One key feature of these scalar adverbs is that their morphological makeup consists of only 
a gradable adjective and the superlative morpheme zui, as shown in (1).1

 
(1) a. Liubei   zui-zhong   [liushi]F  gongjin.  

Liubei   SUP -heavy  sixty    kilo     
     ‘Liubei is sixty kilos at the heaviest.’    

b. Liubei   zui-gao    [yi-bai -qi-shi]F      gongfeng.     
Liubei   SUP-tall    one-hundred-seventy  centimeters    

     ‘Liubei is 170 centimeters at the tallest.’  
 
There has been a tremendous amount of studies on SMs in the literature; however, with very few 
exceptions, most analyses of SMs in the market either (a) center on the language English; or (b) focus 
on only two expressions at least and at most, along with a specific focus on their association with 
numerals (see (2)); or (c) do not take into consideration the semantic contributions of their morphology.  
 
(2) John bought at least/ at most [three]F apples. 
 
In this respect, this paper fills in the gap in the previous studies of SMs by looking into the 
morpho-semantics of Mandarin SMs formed with quality adjectives. As we will see shortly, the 
cross-linguistic facts strongly suggest that the morphology of SMs cannot be a linguistic coincidence.  

One intriguing fact about Mandarin SMs is that the same expressions are also used in ordinary 
superlatives (OSs). Specifically, the two expressions of SMs and OSs are twins in Mandarin Chinese: 
exactly the same expressions are ambiguous between a meaning of OSs and that of SMs. Consider (3). 
 
(3) a. (Tamen  san-ren     zhizhong,)  Liubei   zui-zhong .  

They    three-people among     Liubei   SUP-heavy 
     ‘(Among the three people,) Liubei is the heaviest.’   

b. (Tamen  san-ren     zhizhong,)   Liubei   zui-gao.  
They    three-people among     Liubei   SUP -tall 

 ‘(Among the three people,) Liubei is the tallest.’  
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    Even more strikingly, every item of SMs in Mandarin has a superlative twin, but crucially not vice 
versa.2  

 

(4) A list of SMs and their superlative twins in Mandarin Chinese (not exhaustive)
3 

a. zui-chang ‘the longest’ or ‘at the longest’     b. zui-duan   ‘the shortest’ or ‘at the shortest’ 
     SUP -long                             SUP-short 
   c. zui-chao  ‘the earliest’ or ‘at the earliest’      d. zui-wan   ‘the latest’ or ‘at the latest’ 

SUP-early                             SUP-late 
   e. zui-gao   ‘the highest’ or ‘at the highest’     f.  zui-di     ‘the lowest’ or ‘at the lowest’ 
     SUP-high                             SUP-low 
 
Note that a similar morphological pattern is also observed in English SMs, where the superlative
morpheme and a quality adjective are involved. The examples in (5), borrowed from Coppock (2016: 3),
illustrate the point.4  
 
(5) a. I must be away by eleven at the latest, though.           

b. The natural life of a hen is seven years, at the oldest,… 
   c. Capital would return 15 percent at the lowest.  
 
Beyond English and Mandarin Chinese, we see that the same morphological pattern repeats itself in a 
bunch of genetically-unrelated languages. Cross-linguistically, it is not uncommon to find languages 
where SMs typically involve a quality adjective (and the superlative morpheme). In fact, it is 
surprisingly pervasive in natural language. Besides English and Mandarin above, Indonesian, Japanese, 
Korean and Vietnamese all have quality adjectives morphologically involved in their SMs. Similar 
patterns also hold for Hindi, Magahi, Russian, etc.5 Crucially, among these languages, Mandarin 
Chinese is not the only language with the same expressions ambiguous between a meaning of SMs and 
that of OSs; Indonesian and Vietnamese all reveal the same ambiguity. Below, (6) illustrates some SMs 
from Indonesian and Vietnamese (the same pattern holds for the combination with other quality 
adjectives).6  
 
(6) a. Indonesian  

i.  paling-tinggi  ‘at the tallest’     ii. paling-pendek  ‘at the shortest’ 
       SUP-tall                     SUP-short 
     iii. paling-berat  ‘at the heaviest’    iv. paling-ringan   ‘at the lightest’ 
       SUP-heavy                   SUP-light  

2 The same pattern holds for Mandarin SMs involving quantity adjectives: zui-duo ‘at most’ and zui-shao ‘at least’. 
This paper is restricted to those Mandarin SMs with quality adjectives. See Chen (2020) for an analysis of 
Mandarin SMs involving quantity adjectives (zui-duo and zui-shao) and issues related to the semantics of quantity 
adjectives.  
3 SMs with quality adjectives must associate a scalar element on the scale of the involved adjective and the scalar 
associate is typically a measure phrases. This association requirement rules out those gradable adjectives that do 
not have conventionalized measuring units, such as chengshi ‘honest’, congming ‘smart’ and keai ‘cute’. In other 
words, the superlative expressions involving these adjectives, zui-chengshi ‘the most honest’, zui-congming ‘the 
smartest’ and zui-keai ‘the cutest’, have only the meaning of canonical superlatives, not the meaning of SMs.  
4 To my knowledge, Coppock (2016) is the first study recognizing SMs formed with quality adjectives as a family 
of focus adverbs and presenting a compositional analysis of English SMs, with the contributions of their 
morphology incorporated.  
5 See section 4 for a demonstration of different morphological patterns of SMs in these languages.  
6 The data of Mandarin Chinese is based on the consultants from Taiwan (one consultant is from the city Taipei, 
the northern part of Taiwan; another consultant is from the city Kaohsiung, the southern art of Taiwan; the other 
consultant is from the city Taichung, the central part of Taiwan). For languages other than Mandarin Chinese, I am 
tremendously indebted to my consultants; I am greatly indebted to my consultants: Deepak Alok for Hindi, Diana 
Constansz Sahertian for Indonesian, Luca Iacoponi for Italian, Shiori Ikawa and Kunio Kinjo for Japanese, Woojin 
Chung for Korean, Deepak Alok for Magahi, Teodora Mihoc for Romanian, Vera Gor for Russian, Yaǧmur Saǧ for 
Turkish, Minh-Hieu Phan for Vietnamese.  
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b. Vietnamese 
  i.  cao-nhat    ‘at the tallest’     ii. thap-nhat      ‘at the shortest’ 
    tall-SUP                     short-SUP 
  iii. nang-nhat   ‘at the heaviest’    iv. nhe-nhat      ‘at the lightest’ 
    heavy-SUP                   light-SUP 

The systematic morphological transparency strongly speaks against a naïve view of homophones. 
Furthermore, the above cross-linguistic facts particularly in Mandarin Chinese, Indonesian, and 
Vietnamese provide strong evidence that the morphology of SMs cannot simply be a linguistic 
coincidence. Instead, SMs and OSs should be intrinsically connected in the semantics, beyond the 
surface morphology. Minimally, it requires explanation.  

Along this line, the Mandarin facts raise three important questions: Why do SMs morphologically 
involve a gradable adjective and the superlative morpheme? What is the role of quality adjectives and 
superlative morphemes inside SMs? How are these morphological pieces of SMs connected with their 
semantics? With an attempt to answer these questions, this paper takes Mandarin SMs with quality 
adjectives such as zui-zhong ‘at the heaviest’ as a case study and presents a decompositional analysis 
that incorporates a superlative SUP in their morpho-syntax and semantics. In a nutshell, the central 
proposal is two-fold: (a) SMs are scalar focus adverbs, structurally containing a superlative 
construction SUP instantiating the scalar component; (b) SMs can be decomposed into two major parts: 
one is an existential operator E-OP and the other is the superlative SUP establishing a comparison 
relation making the prejacent the upper bound among its focus alternatives, along the scale associated 
with the involved gradable adjective.7  

The rest of this paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 presents the main data of Mandarin SMs that 
this paper is concerned with. Section 3 spells out the core ingredients of my proposal and presents a 
decompositional analysis of Mandarin SMs involving quality adjectives such as zui-zhong. Section 4 
concludes the paper.  
 
2. Basic facts 
 

This section introduces the major data of Mandarin SMs that this paper is concerned, motivating 
the view that the morphology of SMs in natural language cannot be simply taken as a linguistic 
coincidence. To anticipate, (7) summarizes the main facts that any semantic analysis of Mandarin SMs 
must explain.8   

(7) a. The morpho-semantic puzzle  
The same expressions such as zui-zhong and zui-gao are used as SMs and OSs.  

b. Focus and association with measure phrases 
Mandarin SMs with quality adjectives must associate with a scalar element on the scale of the 
involved quality adjective. This scalar associate is typically a measure phrase (MP). 

c. Obligatory MPs  
The scalar associate such as measure phrases is obligatory in sentences with Mandarin SMs. 

d. A fixed Scale  
In contrast to their counterparts with quantity adjectives, zui-duo ‘at most’/ zui-shao ‘at least’, 
which are compatible with varieties of scales, Mandarin SMs with quality adjectives are 
restricted to the scale associated with the involved (gradable) quality adjective. 

7 Inspired by Coppock (2016), the idea here is that the ranking between the prejacent and its focus alternatives (the 
scalarity of a focus operator) is understood as a comparison relation between the alternatives along a certain 
dimension. In this line, SMs instantiate a structure similar to phrasal comparatives, with the prejacent set up as the 
comparative standard. See Coppock (2016) for a different implementation of the idea on English SMs.  
8 Crucially, some of the properties listed here may not be unique to Mandarin SMs and may be carried over to their 
cross-linguistic counterparts. But, for purposes of this paper, I restrict my attention to Mandarin SMs only.  
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e. The bounding property  
In sentences containing Mandarin SMs with quality adjectives, the prejacent is made as the 
upper bound among the set of focus alternatives.  

f.  The non-strict comparison  
The meaning of SMs delivers a non-strict comparison (a greater-than and equal-to relation); 
crucially, in contrast to the strict comparison (a strictly greater than relation) encoded in 
canonical superlatives. 

 
First of all, Mandarin SMs pose an intriguing morpho-semantic puzzle: these scalar adverbs 

consist of only a gradable adjective and the superlative morpheme zui in their morphological makeup; 
furthermore, the same expressions are ambiguous between a meaning of SMs and that of OSs. Even 
more strikingly, similar morphological patterns are ubiquitous across a bunch of genetically-unrelated 
languages. To better appreciate this morpho-semantic puzzle, it is worth emphasizing that being a 
“scalar” adverb does not guarantee the involvement of degree morphology or gradable adjectives. (8) 
illustrates examples of some scalar focus adverbs in Mandarin. Crucially, none of them involve degree 
morphology or gradable adjectives; even though arguably these scalar adverbs make reference to 
certain type of “scales” in their semantics.  
 
(8) a. Liubei  shenzhi  xihuan    [Feifei]F.                    shenzhi ‘even’ 

Liubei  even    like      Feifei 
     ‘Liubei even likes Feifei.’ 

b. Liubei  hai     xihuan    [Feifei]F.                    hai ‘still’ 
Liubei  still     like      Feifei 

     ‘Liubei still likes Feifei.’  
c. Liubei  zhi     [xihuan]F  Feifei.                      zhi ‘only’ 

Liubei  only     like      Feifei  
     ‘Liubei only likes Feifei.’ 
 
The first step to solve a problem is to recognize there is one. If the morphology of SMs cannot be 
simply taken as a linguistic coincidence, the important task then is how to connect the morphological 
pieces of SMs to their semantics. This is the goal that this research project is intended to achieve.  

Second, superlative expressions such as zui-zhong, when serving as SMs, must associate with a 
scalar element on the scale of the adjective: in the current case, it is the measure phrase liushi gongjin 

‘sixty kilos’; in contrast, no such requirement is observed when zui-zhong serves as ordinary 
superlatives, as evidenced by the contrast between (10) and (11). Note that a measure phrase can serve 
as the main predicate in the sentence, as in (9). 

(9)  Liubei  liushi  gongjin.   
Liubei  sixty  kilo      

    ‘Liubei is sixty kilos.’     

(10)  Liubei  zui-zhong    [liushi]F  gongjin.     
Liubei  SUP-heavy   sixty    kilo        

    ‘Liubei is sixty kilos at the heaviest.’          

(11)   Liubei  zui-zhong.
Liubei  SUP-heavy      

    ‘Liubei is the heaviest.’    
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Furthermore, (9)/ (10) and (11) serve as answers to different questions-under-discussions (QUDs, 
Roberts 2012). For both (9) and (10), where the measure phrase is the main predicate, it answers the 
discourse question in (12a): adding zui-zhong in (10) leads to an ignorance inference that the speaker 
does not know exactly how heavy Liubei is. In contrast, for (11), it answers the discourse question in 
(12b) with no ignorance inference.9 

(12)  a. How heavy is Liubei?     b. Of Adam, Bill and Liubei, who is the heaviest? 
 

Crucially, both QUDs in (12) concerns the heaviness of Liubei. This is surprising and puzzling if 
the morphology of SMs is simply a coincidence: zhong ‘heavy’ plays no role in the semantics of SMs.  

Third, the measure phrase liushi gongjin ’sixty kilos’ in (10) is obligatory for the expression 

zui-zhong to deliver the meaning of SMs. More specifically; neither (10) nor (11) is ambiguous: the 
former conveys a meaning of SMs while the latter a meaning of superlatives. Crucially, lacking MPs in 
the sentence necessarily leads to a meaning of superlatives. Note that other types of MPs such as 

yi-bai-bashi gongfen ‘one hundred and eighty centimeters’ results in an infelicity. 
 
(13)  #Liubei  zui-zhong    [yi-bai-bashi]F        gongfen.     

Liubei  SUP-heavy   one-hundred-eighty    centimeters        
     ‘Liubei is 180 centimeters at the heaviest.’   
 

The selection restriction with MPs is surprising and puzzling, if the morphology of SMs is simply 
a linguistic coincidence (i.e., the adjective zhong ‘heavy’ plays no role in the semantics of SMs). 

Fourth, Mandarin SMs involving quality adjectives are restricted to the scale associated with the 
involved gradable adjective. More specifically, the relevant dimension is fixed, as shown in (14).   
 
(14)  a. Liubei   zui-zhong   [liushi]F  gongjin.                Heaviness (Weight) 

Liubei   SUP-heavy  sixty    kilo   
‘Liubei is sixty kilos at the heaviest.’ 

    b. Liubei   zui-gao    [yi-bai-ba-shi]F       gongfen.      Tallness (Height) 
Liubei   SUP-tall    one-hundred-and eighty  centimeters 
‘Liubei is 180 centimeters at the tallest.’ 

    c. Liubei   zui-wan    [ba]F-dian    likai.               Lateness (Temporal) 
      Liubei   SUP -late   eight-o’clock  leave 
      ‘Liubei will leave at eight o’clock at the latest.’ 
    d. Zhe-bu-dianyin  zui-chang  [san]F-ge-xiaoshi.             Duration (Temporal) 
      This- CL-movie  SUP -long  three- CL-HOUR 
      ‘This movie lasts for three hours at the longest.’ 
 
Crucially, forming a sharp contrast, those SMs involving quantity adjectives are not subject to this 
single-scale restriction. For instance, zui-duo ‘at most’ and zui-shao ‘at least’ are compatible with a 
variety of scales (the same flexibility holds in English at least and at most), as shown in (15) − (18). 
 
(15)  Numerical Scales (given a contextual ranking: 4 ≻3 ≻2) 

Liubei  zui-duo/    zui-shao   xie-le      [san]F-ben-xiaoshuo.    

Linbei  SUP-much  SUP-little  write-ASP   three-CL-novel 
‘Liubei at most/ at least wrote three novels.’  

(16)  Plurality Scales (given a contextual ranking: adam&bill&chris ≻adam&bill ≻adam) 
Liubei  zui-duo/    zui-shao   guyong-le   [Adam he Bill]F.     
Liubei  SUP-much  SUP-little  hire- ASP    Adam and Bill 
‘Liubei at most/ at least hired Adam and Bill.’  

9 For purposes of this paper, I do not discuss how an ignorance inference associated with SMs arises. However, the 
analysis to be proposed in Section 3 is compatible with the pragmatic camp where the ignorance inference of SMs 
arises from certain mechanism of implicature calculation (see Schwarz 2016 and references therein for details). 
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(17)  Lexical Scales (given a contextual ranking: gold medal ≻silver medal ≻bronze medal) 
Liubei  zui-duo/    zui-shao   na-le      [yin]F-pai.                 
Liubei  SUP-much  SUP-little  take-ASP    silver-medal 
‘Liubei at most/ at least got a silver medal.’   

(18)  Pragmatic Scales (given a contextual ranking: cherries ≻apples ≻bananas) 
Liubei  zui-duo/    zui-shao   mai-le     [pingguo]F.                       
Liubei  SUP-much  SUP-little  buy-ASP   apple 

     ‘Liubei at most/ at least bought apples.’   
 

The above semantic contrast between Mandarin SMs involving quantity adjectives and those 
involving quality adjectives would be unexpected and puzzling, if their morphology is simply a 
coincidence (the involved adjective, be it quantity or quality, plays no role in the semantics of SMs). 

Fifth, under sentences with SMs, the prejacent (the scalar associate) is made as the upper bound 
among the set of focus alternatives. Crucially, both superlatives and superlative modifiers convey a 
similar bounding property. Consider the minimal pair of sentences in (10) and (11), repeated below.  
 
(19)  Liubei  zui-zhong    [liushi]F  gongjin.     

Liubei  SUP-heavy   sixty    kilo        
    ‘Liubei is sixty kilos at the heaviest.’         

(20)   Liubei  zui-zhong.
Liubei  SUP-heavy      

    ‘Liubei is the heaviest.’    
 
In (19) where zui-zhong  is a superlative modifier, the sentence conveys that sixty kilos is the upper 
bound among the contextually-relevant possible values on the weight of Liubei. Crucially, in (20) where 
zui-zhong is used as a superlative, a similar bounding property is delivered: the weight of Liubei is the 
upper bound among the weight of all the contextually-relevant individuals.  

This semantic parallel on the bounding property of SMs and OSs, again, would be surprising and 
puzzling if the morphological makeup of SMs is simply a coincidence (i.e., the involved superlative 
morpheme and gradable adjectives play no role in the semantics of SMs).  

Sixth, despite the similarity of SMs and superlatives, sentences with SMs convey a non-strict 
comparison, while canonical superlatives deliver a strict comparison. Take (19) for example, the 
sentence is judged true if and only if Liubei is exactly sixty kilos or less than sixty kilos (i.e., the weight 
of Liubei is equal to or less than sixty kilos). In a sharp contrast, for a superlative like (20) to be true, 
the weight of Liubei must be greater than that of everyone else in the discourse.10  
 
(21) ⟦(20)⟧ = 1 iff ∀y[y∈C ∧ y ≠ Liubei →  max(λd. Liubei is d-heavy) > max(λd. y is d-heavy)] 
 

For any analysis of SMs dedicated to incorporating the semantic contribution of their morphology, 
one key task is then how to account for this semantic contrast between the non-strict vs. strict 
comparison relation. 

To sum up, we have seen that there is strong evidence that the morphology of SMs in natural 
language should be taken into consideration for their semantics. It is worth noting that many properties 
discussed above are not specific to Mandarin SMs, but general to their cross-linguistic counterparts. 
Thus, they constitute challenges to any analysis of SMs without incorporating the semantic 
contributions of their morphology. The next section presents a compositional analysis of Mandarin SMs,
using the expression zui-zhong for an illustration. 
 

10 The sentence becomes seriously degraded, if not false, when there is more than one contextually relevant 
individual who has the same weight as Liubei (i.e., the presence of the equal-to comparison relation).  
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3. The proposal 

My decompositional proposal of zui-zhong has three pieces: (a) the internal compositionality of 
the superlative construction SUP, and the role of the superlative morpheme zui and the quality adjective 
zhong ‘heavy’ inside the Mandarin SM zui-zhong; (b) the role of the SUP as a whole inside Mandarin 
SMs; (c) a covert existential operator E-OP (structurally containing the SUP). Overall, I propose that 
Mandarin SMs involving quality adjectives are analyzed as a case of modified superlatives, where the 
superlative SUP instantiates the scalar component of the adverb.11 The idea is schematized in (22).  
 
(22)  [E-OP [SUP zui(C) [quality adjective]]] 
 
Let’s see the first piece of my proposal. For the semantics of quality adjectives such as zhong ‘heavy’, 
as briefly discussed in Section 3.4, assuming that measure phrases denote a predicate of individuals, I 
propose that in addition to individuals (of type e), the adjective zhong ‘heavy’ can order sets of 
individuals (e.g., individuals that are 60 kilos, individuals that are 59 kilos, individuals that are 58 kilos, 
etc.) along the dimension of heaviness, as illustrated in (23). To implement this idea, the individual 
argument α is now generalized to be of type <e, t> (a set of individuals) or of type e (individuals).  
 
(23) ⟦zhong⟧ = λd.λα.μheavy(α) ≥d                              <d , <η, t>> 
 
Recall that Mandarin SMs with quality adjectives have to associate with a scalar element (which is 
typically a measure phrase) on the scale of the quality adjective. The key idea here is that the scalar 
associate and its alternatives induced by focus are ordered along the dimension of the quality adjective.  

Next, the semantics of the superlative morpheme zui is basically like the traditional entry of 
English -est in Heim (1999), except for its type-flexibility and the lack of quantificational force.12 After 
plugging in the domain C and quality adjective g, the semantics of SUP is provided in (25).  
 
(24) ⟦zui⟧ = λC<η, t>.λg<d, <η, t>>.λα<η>.λβ[β∈C ∧ β ≠ α →max(λd.μheavy(α)≥d) > max(λd.μheavy(β)≥d)] 

(25) ⟦SUP⟧ = λα<η>.λβ[β∈C ∧ β ≠ α → max(λd. μheavy(α)≥d) > max(λd.μheavy(β)≥d)] 
 
So far, we have established the first piece. The second piece of my proposal concerns the role of the 
superlative SUP as a whole inside Mandarin SMs. I propose that the superlative construction serves as a 
domain restrictor on the set of alternatives induced by focus. For example, in the case of zui-zhong, the 
superlative construction SUP requires that all the alternatives that are non-identical to the prejacent α in 
the domain C, be ranked below the prejacent along the dimension of heaviness. This amounts to 
excluding the higher alternatives in the computation of the sentences with zui-zhong.  

Finally, the third piece of my proposal is that the superlative construction SUP as a whole is 
structurally embedded under a covert existential operator E-OP. The semantics of E-OP is defined in 
(26). Note that S represents the meaning of the superlative SUP in Mandarin SMs.   
 
(26) ⟦E-OP⟧ = λS.λα<η, t >λP<η>.∃γ[γ(P) ∧ γ∈ S(α)], where α is the associate (the prejacent) 
 
E-OP takes SUP as its domain restrictor and asserts that there is one element in S (the domain C further 
restricted by SUP) such that the element holds of P. As shown above, the superlative meaning 
abbreviated as S denotes a relation between the scalar associate (the prejacent α) and its focus 
alternatives in the domain C. More specifically, it is the superlative meaning that makes the prejacent 

11 This way of analyzing superlative modifiers as modified superlatives is largely inspired by Coppock (2016). 
Readers are referred to her paper for a different implementation of the idea on English SMs.  
12 Concerning the issue of quantificational force, we can either assume a polysemy relation between the entry of 
superlative morpheme in (24) and the traditional one discussed in Heim (1999), or assumes a semantic rule of 
universal closure (over the alternatives β) applied to (24) so that the traditional entry can be lexically derived. In 
any case, crucially, given that there is a systematic intrinsic semantic connection between the proposed entry in (24)
and the standard entry in Heim (1999), no homophony is involved in superlative modifiers and quality superlatives.   
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the upper bound among its focus alternatives. A complete picture concerning the morpho-semantics of 
Mandarin SM zui-zhong is presented below, with the internal structure in (27) and the semantics in (28).  
 
(27)  The internal structure of Mandarin SM zui-zhong at LF 

               Zui-zhong 
 

E-OP              SUP 
 

zui(C)    zhong 
 
(28) ⟦zui-zhong⟧ = λα<η, t> λP<η>.∃γ[γ(P) ∧ γ∈S(α)] 

where S(α) is defined iff λβ[β∈C ∧ β ≠ α → max(λd.μheavy(α)≥d) > max(λd.μheavy(β)≥d)]] 
 
At this point, it is worth noting that under the current proposal where the superlative instantiate the 
“scalarity” of a focus adverb, Mandarin SMs actually has a structure similar to phrasal comparatives 
(i.e., with the prejacent being the comparative standard and its alternatives being the elements in the 
comparison class).   
 
3.1. Compositions: superlative modifiers 
 

Now let us see how the proposed analysis applies to Mandarin SMs. The relevant sentence is 
presented in (29),  
 
(29)  Liubei  zui-zhong    [liushi]F  gongjin.     

Liubei  SUP-heavy   sixty    kilo        
    ‘Liubei is sixty kilos at the heaviest.’         
 
The LF is shown in (30), where the measure phrase liushi gongjin ‘sixty kilos’ serves as the main 
predicate (as discussed in Section 2). The computation is illustrated in (31). Note that the type η here is 
understood as type e and the SM zui-zhong is a scalar focus adverb of type <<e, t>, <e, t>>.13 
 
(30)  LF: [[Liubei]  [[zui-zhong(C)]  [[liushi]F gongjin] ~C]]] 

(31)  a. ⟦zui-zhong⟧ = λα<η, t> λP<η>.∃γ[γ(P) ∧ γ∈S(α)] 
where S(α) is defined iff λβ[β∈C ∧ β ≠ α → max(λd.μheavy(α)≥d) > max(λd.μheavy(β)≥d)]] 

b. α ~C is defined iff ⟦α⟧ o 
∈ C ∧∃α’[α’≠α ∧ ⟦α’⟧o 

∈ C] ∧ C ⊆⟦α⟧f   (from Rooth 1996: (20) ) 
                     … 
                     λx<e>.μkg(x) = 61 
    c. ⟦liushi gognjin⟧ f =   λx<e>.μkg(x) = 60                         
                     λx<e>.μkg(x) = 59 

… 
d. C = {Q: Q = λx.∃d. x is d-kilos} 
e. ⟦(29)⟧ = 1 iff ∃γ[γ(Liubei) ∧γ∈ S(λx.μkilo(x)=60)],  

where S(λx.μkilo(x)=60) is defined iff   
λQ<e,t> [Q ≠ λx.μkilo(x)=60 ∧ Q ∈ C → max(λd.μheavy(d)(λx.μkilo(x)=60))  

> max(λd.μheavy(d)(Q))] 

13 There has been a long-standing disagreement on the semantics of measure phrases in the literature: one camp 
endorses on a property-related denotation (e.g., Li 2013; Rothstein 2017), while another suggests a degree-related 
denotation (e.g., Schwarzschild 2005, 2006; Sawada and Grano 2011). This paper assumes a property denotation of 
measure phrase, awaiting the tension to be resolved; in this respect, the approach where degrees are conceived as 
kinds seems to be a promising theoretical candidate (e.g., Anderson and Morzycki 2015; Scontras 2014, 2017).   
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Because of the presuppositions introduced by the ~ squiggle operator (Rooth 1992), the prejacent (i.e., 
λx<e>.μkilo(x) = 60) is one element in the domain C. Furthermore, because of the restrictions imposed by 
the superlative SUP, all the elements non-identical to the prejacent are ranked below the prejacent; this 
amounts to excluding the higher alternatives (i.e., excluding the properties of being more than 60 kilos). 
Taken together; the domain C further restricted by SUP is now a set consisting of only the pejacent 
property (λx<e>.μkilo(x) = 60) and its lower alternatives (the properties of being less than 60 kilos). 
Finally, it is asserted that there is one element γ in the set (C+SUP) such that it holds of the individual 
Liubei. According to (31), (29) is judged true if and only if there is one property in the domain (i.e., a 
set exclusively consisting of the prejacent and its lower alternatives) such that the property holds true of 
Liubei. This amounts to saying that Liubei is 60 kilos or less than 60 kilos, which is intuitively correct.  
 
3.2. Compositions: quality superlatives 
 

For comparison and completeness, this section illustrates the computation of ordinary superlatives 
(OSs) with zui-zhong in the predicative position. The relevant sentence is shown in (32), which has only 
the relative reading, unlike the case of the attributive position.14 The LF is presented in (33), along with 
a detailed compositional computation illustrated in (34).  
 
(32)  Liubei  zui-zhong.

Liubei  SUP-heavy      
    ‘Liubei is the heaviest/ Liubei is heavier than anyone else is.’    

(33)   LF: [[Liubei]2 [[zui(C)]1 [λ1 [λ2 [x2 [ d1-zhong]]]]]] 

(34)  a. ⟦zhong⟧ = λd.λα.μheavy(α) ≥d                              <d , <η, t>> 
b. ⟦zui(C)⟧ = λg< d, <e, t>> λz<e>.∀z’[z’∈C ∧ z’ ≠ z → max(λd.g(z)≥d) > max(λd.g(z’)≥d)] 

      Presuppositions: x∈C, ∃y[y∈C ∧ y ≠ x], ∀y[y∈C ∧ y ≠ x → ∃d[g(y, d)]] 
c. C = {x: ∃d. x is d-heavy} 
d. ⟦(32)⟧ = 1 iff ∀y<e> [y ≠ x ∧ y∈C → max(λd.μheavy(Liubei)≥d) > max(λd. μheavy(y)≥d)] 

 
(34a) is given by the semantics of the quality adjective zhong ‘heavy’. (34b) is given by the semantics 
of superlative morpheme zui, along with the presuppositions (Heim 1999). In the example under 
discussion, the presuppositions requires that x and at least one other individual are in the comparison 
class C, and everything in C is a person of some weight. (34c) offers the contextual value of the 
comparison class C, which is a set of individuals of some weight. Finally, according to (34d), the 
sentence (32) is true if and only if the wright of Liubei is greater than that of any other contextually 
relevant individuals.15   
 
4. Concluding remarks 
 

Most analyses of SMs in the market exclusively focus on two expressions at least and at most in 
English and do not incorporate the semantic contributions of their morphology. However, as we have 
seen, the cross-linguistic facts have provided strong evidence that the morphology of SMs cannot 

14 Predicative superlatives are chosen for illustrations, because they seem to be a case where the in-situ approach 
(Farkas and Kiss 2000; Sharvit and Stateva 2002) and the movement approach (Heim 1999; Hackl 2009) converge.  
15 An issue not addressed in this paper concerns the distinction between free association with focus and 
conventional association with focus. Beaver and Clark (2008) argues for a three-way distinction of focus-sensitive 
expressions. In particular, according to them, although both always and only in English are focus-sensitive, the 
latter but not the former is conventionally associated with focus. Put differently, the association with focus is 
obligatory for only, while it is optional for always. Similar distinction can be said between SMs and OSs; that is, 
SMs pattern with only in being conventionally associated with focus, while OSs pattern with always in being freely 
associated with focus. At this point, it is unclear to me how to maintain the distinction between different types of 
focus-sensitive expressions within the Roothian system of focus; to my understanding, different types of 
focus-sensitive expressions within the Roothian focus semantics all boil down to how focus resolves the contextual 
value of the domain restriction (see also von Fintel 1994). See Heim (1999), Sharvit and Stateva (2002), and 
Tomaszewicz (2015) for detailed discussion on the role of focus in ordinary superlatives. 
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simply be a linguistic coincidence in natural language. This paper filled the gap in the previous studies 
of SMs by looking into Mandarin SMs formed with quality adjectives and presented a decompositional 
analysis of SMs as a modified superlative. If correct, any semantic theory of SMs must seriously take 
into consideration the contribution of their morphology. Along this line, this paper has shown that 
insights and tools developed in studies on gradability (Kennedy 1999) can be applied to those on 
scalarity. Recently, Greenberg (2016, 2017) has argued for a gradability-based semantics of English 
even. This paper enriches the linguistic inventory of this research agenda, by including SMs, a class of 
scalar focus adverbs but bearing overt degree morphology and gradable adjectives. Hackl (2000, 2009) 
has made a compelling case that to better understand the semantics of modified numerals such as more 

than n/ less than n and that of the quantifier most requires seriously taking into consideration their 
morphology. In a similar spirit, this paper has made the case of SMs calling for their decompositions. 
Finally, it is worth emphasizing that this study only scratches the surface of the phenomena: there is 
more than one morpho-semantic mapping of SMs attested in natural language. For example, beyond the 
superlative strategy witnessed in this paper, expressions of SMs formed with quality adjectives in 
Japanese and Korean crucially do NOT involve the sup erlative morpheme; instead, a concessive
conditional morpheme is involved, as shown in (35) and (36).  
 
(35)  a. takaku-temo              b. hikuku-temo                         Japanese 
      tall-even.if                 short-even.if   
      ‘at the tallest/ at the highest’      ‘at the shortest/ at the lowest’ 

(36)  a. khe-to        b. cak-ato Korean 
      tall-even.if       short-even.if     
      ‘at the tallest’     ‘at the shortest’ 
 
In contrast to the superlative strategy or concessive-conditional strategy, languages such as Hindi and 
Russian employ the comparative strategy, as illustrated in (37) and (38).  
 
(37)  a. zyaadaa  se   zyaadaa  lambaa    b. zyaadaa  se   zyaadaa  bhaarii       Hindi 
      more    than more    tall        more    than more    heavy 
      ‘at the tallest’                   ‘at the heaviest’ 

(38)  a. ne  vy-she       b. ne  ni-zhe     Russian 
not high-cmpr      not low-cmpr 

      ‘at the highest’      ‘at the lowest’ 
 
Last but not least, there are languages lacking those expressions of SMs formed with quality adjectives: 
Italian, Romanian, Turkish, etc. These languages have only the counterparts of English at least/ at most. 
An important line of future research is to explore how the morpho-semantic mappings of SMs works in 
those languages with different morphological strategies and why some languages apparently lack SMs 
formed with quality adjectives.   
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